BrewCon19 Program Submissions
Call for program submissions
Applications close: Friday 24 May 2019
The Independent Brewers Association is seeking the brightest minds in the Australian brewing
industry to present at BrewCon19, the single biggest platform to key decision makers and
influencers in the Australian beer industry.
Join us at the Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre on Wednesday 4 September through
to Thursday 5 September to share your knowledge and expertise with your peers and to help
build our industry’s future.
This year’s BrewCon promises to be bigger and better than ever. Between 2015 and 2018, we
have seen double-digit growth in delegate numbers. Melbourne is one of Australia’s craft beer
hubs, and with almost 30% of our members located in Victoria, BrewCon19 promises even
greater reach to key industry stakeholders.

Submitting abstracts
The IBA is seeking technical abstracts that provide best practice, real-world examples, latest
research or technologies and emerging trends on the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brewery operations (e.g. brewing, packaging)
Marketing
Management (including financial management)
Research data and trends
Quality
Safety
People management
Taproom operations
Selling beer
Events
Start-ups
Sustainability
Technical brewing

All submissions must be non-commercial. Abstracts that discuss commercial products,
technologies, services must provide competitive context, and show no commercial bias.
All submissions are to be made via the BrewCon website by Friday 24 May 2019.
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Presentation formats
Sessions at the conference are 30 mins or 45 mins. We encourage creative, interactive,
experimental, non-traditional and collaborative formats. Previous presentation formats include
PowerPoint presentations, panels and Q&A sessions, however, your imagination is the limit.
We reserve the right to determine the length of each session and form panels where
appropriate. We reserve the right to reorganise content, combine proposals, and make other
changes as necessary to render the proposal appropriate for presentation at its meetings. The
involvement and agreement of the presenter will be sought on all such changes.

Speaker responsibilities
Conference registration is provided complimentary for all presenters selected for inclusion in
the conference program.
Presenters are responsible for all other expenses related to participation in the conference
including transportation, accommodation and non-included meals.
Speakers are required to provide a copy of their presentation to the IBA by Friday 2 August 2019.
Power point templates will be made available to all presenters.
Successful applicants will be notified by Friday 7 June 2019.
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